Verbatim launches modular downlight series with interchangeable trims
Introducing the Verbatim Trimflex Downlight Series – high-quality downlights
with interchangeable trims to match any aesthetic
Charlotte, NC, January 11, 2017 – Verbatim is proud to announce its latest addition to
its LED luminaire collection – the Trimflex Downlight Series. Verbatim Trimflex
downlights are accompanied by high-quality, interchangeable trims, allowing for the
ultimate in customization.
Upgrade the look of your home or business with Verbatim Trimflex LED downlights with
modular trims. These downlights are attractive, high-efficiency solutions that allow users
to customize their downlights with several high-quality trim options designed to match
any aesthetic.* Trimflex modular downlights are designed with a deeply recessed, 90
CRI light source that minimizes glare and renders illuminated colors with great
accuracy. Trimflex trim accessories are made of durable cast or spun aluminum and
have threaded bases for simple and secure attachment to the light source module.
These stylish, retrofit LED fixtures are easy to install and fit most standard recessed
housings. Backed by Verbatim’s 5-year limited warranty, Trimflex downlights have an
estimated lifetime of 50,000 hours, resulting in reduced maintenance and replacement
costs when compared to incandescent lamps.
For more information on the Verbatim Trimflex Downlight Series, visit
www.verbatimlighting.com.
Looking for a local rep or distributor in your area? Our full list of existing reps and
distributors is available at http://www.verbatimlighting.com/rep-agencies/.
Trimflex Downlights

Accessory Trims (sold separately)

*Each downlight ships with round, smooth white trim
About Verbatim
For over 40 years, the Verbatim brand has been recognized for its dominant role in the
consumer electronics industry. We have a strong reputation for performance,
compatibility, and quality, which has led the Verbatim brand to global market leadership.
Backed by the technology developed by our parent company, Mitsubishi Chemical
Holdings Company (MCHC), Verbatim has a growing lighting portfolio, including our
broad range of LED retrofit lamps, and our continuously expanding line of LED fixtures.
We strive to enhance the quality and experience of light, while reducing lighting’s impact
on our environment.

